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Axent wear cat ear headphones bluetooth

Very good bright colors, nice and bright, sound quality is beautiful though a little tinny when using external speakers, but I don't use this feature often. Only a small niggle's battery seems to run down very quickly even when turned off, so I need to make sure it's charged the way I want to use it. I upgraded from the cable
version so mostly knew what I was getting. With this kind of product, I feel that this is a case of priorities. What you get in cute ears and working speakers, lights etc. (which I love, especially equalizer mode) you lose in bass, which I consider a little lacking in these compared to some bluetooth headsets in price range. I'm
100% sticking with these though they have so much character. The charging time and battery length is about what I expected, but the range could be better. I find that if you are a short distance away and something like a door or a person passes between you and the device to which you are connected, it can disrupt the
music. I can only compare it to airpods, but the range on those can be phenomenal, I even left the phone with a friend inside the library and went out, and you are still connected. Prolonged use can be a little heavy, so I'll want to take them off and rub my ears. They had the odd comment microphone attachment looking a
little silly, so perhaps a design that could be better. The volume levels for me are great as well as the range of colors and modesso a few drawbacks, but these are definitely unique and worth it for me. 100% amazing product loves them. Easy to set up and great sound, the same colors all worked easily as well. You are
planning to buy another as a gift for a special someone. There was a problem connecting to the headset and mine wouldn't work without charging. Friends have this item and do not have this problem. They work well, the colors are vivid and they work with any device. Axent Wear Wireless Bluetooth Cat Ear Headphones
with Speakers (8 Color Changing) Wireless Bluetooth audio headset with built-in speakers and microphone. Bright cat ears with 8 colour LEDs independently controlled by volume and brightness. Ear cushions with low background noise ensure good condition. Rechargeable via USB cable – up to 5 hours of battery life
on a single charge. Detachable microphone. Volume control Fast forward and back Button Closed circuit headphones: full frequency response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, impedance 32 Ohms, dynamic converters 40 mm. Frequency response: 200 Hz-18 KHz. Was dying to get these for a while, so when buying them I was not
disappointed. They come quickly, they look fantastic, they last a long time and they have great sound quality. Read the instructions to make sure you know which button performs which functions, but after that you just need to use it to do anything. The moment I use them the most go to and from work, and vacuuming
around the house as no wires to get in the way. had been wanting these years but wasn't willing to spend so much on import fees, so glad I found these. Sound is as good as beats or other top brand headphones. I used their wireless and it took more than 4 hours at full volume, so quite impressed. The only negative I
would say is using bluetooth for wireless, music sometimes lags/cuts out for a few seconds, im guessing connection problems. Good design and feel rgb for life. Pretty good gift for your weaboo and otaku loved ones. They are cute and cool but r heavy af. A great product for my wife, whom she loves. Maybe as a product
line it might be a little lighter. They are very loud and clear, as head phones and speaker headphones have compleate noise canceling and are comfortable and beautiful on. I use mine for my walks to take kids to school and use speackers on the way there so kids can enjoy music and like head phones on the way home.
I also use them when I stream to stream. Me/gamergeekchicuk are synchronized seamlessly and are easy to charge with long battery life come in a large protective case and also come with a dual headphone jack so you can use them with non bluetooth devices. I would buy more if they came in different colors that are
worth every foam. It does everything I expected it to do, it's wireless, loads fast and looks cute af. A really nice quality build, comes with a hard buffer for safe storage and shipping (fortunately as my outdoor box got a little stained in the van) very easy to synchronize via bluetooth for wireless mode (literally 1 press button)
and very easy to change the bright colors and swap between speaker mode and headphone mode. All buttons are placed on the right handset, but blend perfectly with the headset, so it can be accessed, but can not be seen when wearingcomes with a USB charger, so you will need to be plugged into a USB socket
when charging if you already have an adapter (which most people also have a cable so you can wire them into a non wifi device. Great quality light and speakers. Really happy when they came and not letting them down at all. Because I had the wired ones, these are ten times better. And as a first generation. I love them
and use them every day. I think I'm going to buy another one as a gift. Axent Wear Wireless Bluetooth Cat Earphones with Speakers (8 Color Change) : Love thesethe battery lasts for ages, I haven't tried the microphone yet, but loving the blue tooth. Beautiful colors switch to and has different settings-monochromatic,
flashing, and ombre (switches from one color to another gradually). Decent sound quality, not the best, but definitely decent/good. The scam is that they are heavy, obviously bulky, but you would expect that. I was afraid the tat would just be very hyped, but they ended up being even better than expected. theirs, the
colors are beautiful and strong, but the sound wire came faulty and occasionally cut off. The sound quality is amazing, they look great and the sound great. Don't come charges and take a long time to charge anyway. They work best when wireless and buttons are useful. It can't be used when charging though as the
charging port is on top and makes it uncomfortable to wear. They are super comfortable and overall I am happy. Amazing head phones, the lights are decent, has no problem with bass enhanced songs and can reach very high volumes. When it comes to speakers, the sound quality is slightly spectacular, but more than
usable. Axent Wear Wireless Bluetooth Cat Ear Headphones with Speakers (8 Color Changing) 4.3/5 stars, based on 133 reviews © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates (Last Updated On: January 5, 2021)Every once in a while, there comes a pair of headphones that captured the imagination of the masses and
had them reaching for their wallet. Cat ears, flashing LEDs and booming speakers are not the usual features we often associate with high-end audiophile headphones. Today we are talking about something else and maybe you would never have thought it existed - Cat Ear Headphones.How did cat earphones come to
existence? Who thought such a brilliant but striking concept? How Does 'Cat Ear Headphones' Phenom Start? To get started, let's go back to 2014. An animated artist named Wenqing Yan worked on animation, where she began designing cat earphones. That was where the seed was planted. Together with their co-
founder and then best friend Victoria Hu, they tried to make these cat earphones a reality and set the wheel in motion. From yuumeiart.comRaised $3 million to IndiegogoI will start a crowdfunding campaign on Indiegogo with the goal of reaching $250,000. Eventually, the campaign became a huge success, hitting the
target way out of the park with funding of 3,429,046.The cat earphones are close to becoming a reality! More info here pic.twitter.com/4UL6W9yMbi - Wenqing Yan (@Yuumei_Art) September 9, 2014However's decline partnership, the story doesn't just end there. Raising a fund is just one part of the puzzle. The
production of the product on a scale is a completely different monster. This is where the partnership made a big fall. Through his written account Looking Back, Looking Onward on DeviantArt.com, Yan chronicled events that took place from conceiving an idea until gaining its success. A year ago in 2014, at this time, I
was desperately trying to solve the problem of production of Axent Wear ... My best friend at the time, and co-founder of Axent Wear (Victoria Hu), promised to provide production for the headphones, but when I actually visited the factory she had set up, I found that it was a terrible sweatshop with workers breathing lead.
I told her it wasn't. and that it needs to provide a humane and environmental alternative. She initially agreed, but ended up ignoring me when I got stuck in China waiting for her answers. Communication completely broke down and we never recovered even after I returned to America to talk to her in person. Long story
short, they went through a legal battle. Although it didn't come to remedy the ending, Yan was left to push the product forward. Brookstone's The Rescue After learning of the whole situation, Brookstone reached out to Yan with a partner proposal on hand, especially to assist Yan in making headphones. It was a lot of
agreement for Yan. Brookstone had the ability to deliver on the promise of high-quality manufacturing, while cat earphones already had the attention of the big media. Fast forward to October 30, 2015, the first pair of Axent Wear Cat earphones was finally delivered to the omnates. Alternative names for cat
earphonesSuch people prefer to call them neko headphones. In Japanese, it doesn't mean cat. Those less inclined to the Japanese language often call the kitten earphones. The birth of cat headphones on the market With the successful launch of Axent Wear Cat Earphones, this is a consequence of the fact that
truckload competitors want to dip their toe into this new market. Each one brings its own unique selling point to the table, such as child-friendly or have an elegant design. We've been looking for the 10 best cat earbuds and breaking them down to help you find the one you need. Let's go straight into the details. You might
be interested: The best headphones for KidsCommit to look for Riwbox CT-7S (From: Amazon) Key features: Bluetooth 5.0 ConnectivityWired and wireless OptionRGB LED lightsMissible light patterns85dB volume limitPremeableAs you are looking for quality headphones for your children, or want to be a little playful with
your style, Riwbox CT-7S Cat Ear headphones are a great choice for you. It offers a combination of fun lights, cute colors, decent sound quality and other features that make it a good bang-for-your-buck purchase. The flexible connection between wired and wireless Riwbox CT-7S is equipped with fixed Bluetooth 5.0
technology that allows you to connect to any audio device with Bluetooth. This Bluetooth 5.0 also offers a more reliable and stable connection than earlier versions. But what's better than that is that if you run out of batteries, you can plug in the included 3.5mm knitted audio cable so you can continue using it. This audio
cable comes with a microphone that also provides clear calls. Protect your child's hearingHow loud volumes are a plus for some, it is actually very discouraging, especially for children, and can contribute to premature hearing loss. That's why it's nice that the Riwbox CT-7S comes with a built-in limiting switch for volume
that keeps 85dB when it is switched on. It's a great feature to have, especially if you plan to get it for a younger user and don't want to damage their hearing. Add a touch of fun while listening to riwbox CT-7S is designed to attract attention and bring fun to your kids' or kids' listening sessions. With an inserted LED that
flashes and changes colors from red to blue to green, when music or sound changes, each user excels with them. Pastel colors are pleasant and ideal for children. More than that, they are easily adjustable to get the right fit, light enough to be worn for hours without discomfort, and fast folds for quick storage. Kids wear
Riwbox CT-7S cat earphones (From: Amazon) The disadvantages of the Riwbox CT-7S have amazing features for headphones within this price range, but it also means that manufacturers had to sacrifice one thing to cover the cost – the materials used. Unlike more robust headphones, these only use thick plastic that
may not be robust enough for kids' use and may require increased care to extend its lifespan. Despite possible durability issues, you may feel safe buying this product because of its 1-year warranty, which includes getting a refund if ever your purchased pair falls apart. CHECK LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON»Useful
volume limiter for children»Stable wireless connection»Can also connect via wired mode»Fun and cute design»Convenient headband and hearing protectors»Adjustable and folding design»1-year warranty»Needs increased care to extend its lifeSuch on FosPower Kids Headphones (From: Amazon) Key features: Vibrant
LED Cat ears with multiple featuresPadded ear cushionsKid-safe VolumeIncreased Durability and flexibility3 ,5mm cableIf you want your kids to enjoy their games and music, but on a volume that is safe for their ears, you can definitely put this pair on your list! FosPower Kids headphones are fun headphones that provide
decent sound quality at limited volume, so your kids can listen for as long as they want without causing permanent hearing damage. Great for active childrenActive children who will not bother taking additional measures to take care of their headphones will benefit greatly from this couple. Headphones that are designed
for kids' use should be able to withstand harsh use - and FosPower Children's Headphones, fortunately, are robust enough to handle a few drops, as well as some stretching and twisting. Even the cable that comes with it is tethered and tangled-free, which makes it more durable than most other headphones. The
adjustable headband also helps keep the headset in place even with different movements. As if to prove the manufacturer's confidence in FosPower Children's Headphones, it also has a limited lifetime warranty on years of playful listening. For more information on the warranty, see their website. Listen comfortably and
safelyWhat is this headphones, with padded ear pads and headband, or a feature that allows you to limit the volume to a maximum of 85dB, FosPower Children's Headphones are actually created for comfort. Children can wear them for longer periods of time and ensure that they do so without hurting their ears or
causing long-term hearing damage. Let kids express themselves in style FosPower Kids Headphones sport a different and more stylish design to their cat ears lighting compared to other models on this list. These have vibrant LED bright colors with two different modes. Users can either simply turn it on/off, or get it
flashed along with the rhythm of the music you're listening to, depending on users' mood. Children wear FosPower Children's Headphones (From: Amazon) Disadvantages Similar to other headphones with volume limitation features, you may find this pair of headphones missing in terms of volume and sound quality.
Some users may find the volume control too low so they won't hear as much detail about music, podcast, or movies they'd listen to. CHECK THE LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON »Great design»Convenient padded headband and ear cushions»Useful volume limit»Lasts gross use»Limited lifetime warranty»Volume may get
a little too lowiClever Kids Cat Ear HeadphonesiClever has done a great job in creating one of the most child-friendly and top-rated headphones for kids. You can see it in a variety of features for kids that iClever Kids Cat earphones have. Food-Grade SiliconeThe iClever Kids wired headphones are a pair of over-the-
ears headphones that is properly designed for children ages 3 to 12. They are also made of food silicone. They can rotate, bend or stretch them without breaking them. They're really safe for your rug rats. LED lightsMay ears have a flashing LED backlight, making it even more appealing. Led lights are also replaceable.
Volume limitation Drivers have volume-limiting technology to ensure that the sound is at an acceptable volume level. Meanwhile, well-padded ear cups provide a comfortable experience for your child. And best of all? They're really cheap. ConsE even if these are made for children in mind, some toddlers may find these a
little too loose, causing them to fall out of place when they wear small babies. These may be advertised for children aged 3-12, but they would actually be better suited for ages 5 and over. CHECK LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON»Affordable»Volume-limiting support»Comfortable ear pads»Flexible headbandSOMIC
G951Close look at SOMIC G951 (From: Amazon)Key features:Intelligent vibration technologyFlexible noise reduction HD microphoneVirtual CHECK 7.1 multi-channel technology for realistic game soundsContcupiable silicone cat ears40mm driversLED lights on earcupsFull function controllers on the headphone
coverSmic G951 is a popular gaming headset between players, and and reasons beyond the fun and ultra-feminine design. Game scenes are proven by their virtual multichannel technology 7.1 and powerful vibration system. Great for live streamsAside's gaming pro/game pro/game procreation, aesthetics plays a big
role in live streaming games. Somic G951 brings all the charm you need from gaming headphones. Together, its pink color, detachable cat ears, and the unique placement of LED lights on ear cups instead of cat ears result in an eye-catching pair of headphones that will capture the interest of your viewers. On top of the
aesthetic factor, the omnidirectional boom microphone on this model is pretty impressive, which is a definite plus if you're streaming or recording. Immersive gaming experienceIs one of the biggest factors in the choice of gaming headphones is certainly sound and how well all the sound effects of the game provide. And
in this aspect, the SOMIC G951 does not disappoint. With its 7.1 virtual surround sound technology, you get realistic sounds that take you directly to the gaming scene. The experience is enhanced by advanced ivelective technology that mimics in-game action for a 4D experience. Large hearing protectors also contribute
to a significant reduction in the surrounding environment, so there is less distraction and more focus in the game. Preventing skin irritation after hours of usingWearing gaming headphones can get a little uncomfortable, especially if you've been wearing them for a long time. Fortunately, the SOMIC G951 is made of skin-



friendly material, so you won't get any irritation when wearing it. The self-adjusting soft headband also ensures that the headphones fit well in the head without causing discomfort. Woman wearing SOMIC G951 (From: Amazon) ConsAlymore it's compatible with Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, PS4 and PC, this particular
model can only connect via USB and not the typical 3.5mm, so you won't be able to use it for casual listening on your smartphone. Of course, if you intend to use it exclusively for gaming, this is not really a problem. CHECK THE LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON »Aesthetically pleasing»Convenient placement of volume
control and buttons»Superior noise-suppression microphone»Long enough cable»Realistic sound and vibration systemiClever BoostCare Cat ear headphonesThe iClever BoostCare Cat earphones are one of the best cat earphones on the market, designed for children 3-12 years old. In the iClever range of headphones,
the BoostCare Cat Ear is the most popular and best-selling. Food-Grade SiliconeLike iClever Kids headphones, this wired pair is made of food-grade silicone, and are light, durable and very comfortable in the ears. These differ from iClever Kids so that they don't have LED lights. Volume limitationThe main tape is
adjustable. The cables are untangled. Sound is subpar, but only for children. The driver uses volume-limiting technology to keep the sound in check. No LED lightsThe key difference between iClever Kids and iClever boostCare is that the boostcare version didn't have LED lights. For parents who don't want their kids to
be distracted by LED lights, that's going to be great. ConsIf you or your children are looking for headphones to use for phone calls, online classes, or in-game chat, this may not be the best option for you because of the lack of a built-in microphone. CHECK THE LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON » Volume-limiting
support»Adjustable headband»No LED lights on Cat EarCensi Moecen Cat Ear Headphones Although they are a little more expensive than most options on this list, Censi Moecen Wireless Cat Ear Headphones are something you'd like to consider regardless of price tag. These headphones don't have the flashing LED
lights of other cat earphones, but they have the most durable build among other items on this list. Good noise reductionIf you are a player and a fan of deep, rich bass sound, this set should make even more sense to you. These are over-ear headphones, so noise reduction works pretty well. Sweat / Water resistantMaté
cat ears are adjustable. And you can remove them completely when you like it. To put the cherry on top, Censi Moecen's cat earphones are IPX4-rated. This means that they are sweat/water resistant. Bluetooth works pretty well, too. And did I mention that they can take up to 10 hours of use? The downsides of lack of
volume-control and LED lights can be a dealbreaker for some parents who are looking for a safe listening experience that their children will enjoy. CHECK THE LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON »Durable build quality»Good noise reduction»Great battery life»Removable cat ears»Sweat/waterproof»Audio cable does not
have micSoundBeast Cat earphonesThe SoundBeast Bluetooth cat earphones have A-OK sound quality. They have glowing lights on cat ears and ear cup exteriors that can be set to blink or remain stable. Adjustable headbandThe main tape is folding and the ear cups are swiveled for easy storage. Note, however, the
build quality is quite a bit fragile, like most of their counterparts. Audio connector supportAlthird is supplied with a 3.5 mm audio jack for wired listening, in case the headphone battery runs out or the audio source does not have Bluetooth support. A common gripe about this pair is an unreliable Bluetooth connection that
disconnects more often than expected. The good news is that SoundBeast offers a 1-year warranty on all your products to protect you. ConsFor the wireless version, Bluetooth connection tends to disconnect more often than expected. Also, because subpar build quality, these may not last long with gross users. The
good news, however, is that SoundBeast offers a 1-year on all your products to protect you. CHECK THE LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON»Folding headband»1-year warranty protection»Poor build quality»Unreliable BluetoothBarsone Cat Ear headphones Barsone cat earphones is a great budget choice. And like iClever
Kids headphones, these wired headphones have been carefully crafted for kids as well. Folding headbandS are compact, and they fold easily, so it's so easy to wear around. Ear pads are conveniently padded, but the headband isn't as durable as the other cheaper headphones here. Limit the volume Of sound, which is
up to 85db is only within the recommended volume level. Like Mix-Style, these headphones don't have a microphone too. There's no way they're fanciful. But given the $15 price tag, you'll definitely get more bang for the buck. DisadvantagesThe main concern of these cat earphones is durability. Its materials and build
quality make it more likely to break everyday wear and tear. You should be informed, though, that Barsone offers a refund or a full refund if this happens for 12 months after purchase. CHECK THE LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON » Folding Headband »Lightweight and Compact»Volume-limiting supportMindKoo
UnicatMindKoo UniCat MH-6 wireless cat ear headphonesMindKoo has been designing affordable headphones and speakers for a while and consistently getting good reviews. Their recent offering, the MindKoo Unicat MH-6 wireless headphones, is probably one of the best cat earphones under $30.Decent
PerformanceBut despite the bargain-basement price tag, you'll be surprised by decent sound quality and solid build quality. When it comes to connectivity, Bluetooth 4.2 ensures faster connectivity and energy-efficient use of your device — up to 5 hours after you turn on the LED and up to 8 hours when turned off. But if
you want to talk to it on the phone, forget it. It's horrible. Perfect for kidsIf you're looking to buy your baby with a pair of cat earphones, a cutesy glowing cat ear design would be a great choice. MindKoo Unicat MH-6 wireless cat earphones come in six vivid color combos. But everyone can emit only one color of light,
unlike the other cat headphones in the ears. Adjustable headbandSa headphones have an adjustable headband that is ideal for heads of all sizes. They are folding and well reinforced ear cups are swiveled for added comfort. Best of all, the volumes are optimized to be child-friendly (no more than 85 decibels), so don't
worry about your child's wrap volume. DisadvantagesSouth has a built-in microphone, the microphone itself is not sensitive enough to produce a clear voice transmission for the person you are talking to on the second line. It also only has Bluetooth version 4.2 instead of the latest version (v5.0), which can contribute to
terrible call quality. LATEST LATEST ON AMAZON»Good wireless connection»Budget-friendly»Adjustable headband, swivel ear cupsLIMSON LX-R107Base view of LIMSON LX-R107 (From: Amazon)Key features: 3.5mm audio plugLED lighting on cat ears and headphonesCharged batteriesSue sound
qualityStereoEdible headbandNoja insulation earmuffsCat headphones, which are suitable even for the smallest users are not so easy to find, but LIMSON LX-R107 is a great opponent. In addition to cheap prices, its fun design and sound quality make it an excellent buy. Listen in styleMedume cat earphones have LED
lighting only on cat ears, but LIMSON took things up a notch by put LED lights on ear cups as well. These lights are rechargeable and can be switched on/off at the touch of a button behind the ear cup. Limson LX-R107 is not as bulky as other headphones, light enough to be worn by children, and fold easily, making them
more compact and portable, too.Compatible with most LIMSON cat earphones come with a 3.5mm audio connector. This means that these headphones can work and connect with pretty much any audio source on the market for casual listening, whether it's a laptop, tablet, or smartphone. The 3.5mm audio connector
also allows you to connect with game consoles via a 3.5mm audio jack on most PS4 &amp; Xbox One controllers, as well as nintendo switch.Keep distractions from cute designs, these headphones are also equipped with plenty of soft padding that effectively blocks background noise. This passive noise isolation
technology is enough to keep distractions away and help you, or your children, focus on music or online classes. A woman wearing LIMSON LX-R107 cat ear headphones (From: Amazon) ConsWhy it's more on the budget-friendly side, users may have increased care to compensate for the quality of the build. These
headphones have a subpar quality wire coating that tends to peel off after a few weeks' use. The good thing, though, is that they have excellent after-sales service so you can contact them if you have trouble building headphones and get a replacement pair right away. CHECK LATEST PRICE ON AMAZON»Great
price»Sufficient noise-canceling earmuffs»Cute design»Universal plug»12-month warranty»Easy to fold and storeNotable MentionsClick on the title to see full reviews. OG all cat earphones. Without Brookstone's help, we'll never know if the cat headphone market is valid. The first official version is Brookstone Wired Cat
Ear headphones. They later released an upgraded version, brookstone wireless cat earphones, with lots of amazing features. Both have the same basic features as them: Both wireless and wired kits have the same type of adorable cat ear design that is the cornerstone of brookstone cat ear headphones. These are
speakers that can broadcast music outside the headset. Can still hear music in ear cups while music is played through the speakers. LED lights on cat ears and ear cups LED lights can be found on both cat ears and also as ring-shaped on ear cups. LED lights and speakers are powered by internal batteries that need to
be charged. It is rechargeable via USB and can take 5 hours to play when fully charged. You can use the microphone to play games and make phone calls. Note that the cable kit has a detachable microphone, while the wireless kit has a built-in microphone. However, Brookstone Wireless Cat In-Ear Headphones has the
following additional features: Wireless Bluetooth capabilities you can pair wirelessly on any cellphone or desktop via Bluetooth. It comes with a storage cable, so if you want to save battery life and extend playback time, you can choose to go wired. The cable set has 3 different models that had a different color each. This
means that you are limited to one color per headphone. However, the wireless version does not have such a limitation. You can change up to 7 different colors on the fly. Colors are available: GreenPurpleOrangeWhiteRedYellowPinkRemovable Ear Version If you like a wireless set but somehow want the flexibility to
remove the cat's ear, Brookstone will guide you covered with this – Brookstone wireless headphones with removable ear. Detachable cat ears have a more subtle and lobeful appearance. It also can still double as a speaker. Mix-Style NEKOMIMI Cat Ear headphones Mix-Style NEKOMIMI cat headphones have solid
sound and build, suitable for sloppy users and savvy audio enthusiast. But unlike Moecen's Censi, the cat ears of these headphones are built into the headband. DurableYou expect to have those fancy LED lights and external speakers with their $50 price tag. But that's not the case. NEKOMIMI Mix headphones are
about durability. Look at that pack! Designed for musicTech headphones are not designed to make calls because they do not have a microphone. The inherently loud sound volume (115 db) also explains why they are only designed to listen to music. Even so, it is no longer safe, especially for children, to use headphones
with more than 100db volume of more than 15 minutes. Who should buy it? Parents with daughtersYoung'uns in their formative years are at a critical stage in their lives, where they begin to discover their abilities. It's also the best time for parents to discover their potential. And according to UNICEF, the lack of
educational opportunities in these early years can lead to irreversible outcomes that can affect a child's potential for the rest of his or her life. If you are a parent and you have a daughter who has a knack for music, it would make much more sense to give her any remarkable gift that would help shape her potential. Age-
appropriate headphones shouldn't be a bad gift at all. Most headphones on the The list are child-friendly, so you have plenty of options. Child-friendly Cat earphones: OtakuPeople with obsessive interests in animé and manga, or what the Japanese commonly call as Otaku, often attract to something cute and nice
looking. As an anime or manga fan, you've definitely seen those adorable nekomimi characters. If you're certified otaku and you love music too, I'm sure you'd love to keep those faux cat ears, let alone cat ears on headphones. Suitable headphones: LIMSON LX-R107Censi MoecenAnyone Looking for a Christmas gift
IdeasChristmas is just around the corner. If you have no idea at all what to give your niece or godchather, or anyone, every pair of cat earphones couldn't be a better Christmas present. Suitable headphones: In a nutshellScouting the best cat earbuds out should not be as heavy as the best all-around headphones. Wrap
it up, the best cat earphone we have on the list would be Riwbox CT-7S Cat Ear Headphones. They are universal; they have the industry's best color-changing LED lights that flash along with the music rhythm, the ability to go for volume-limiting or non-volume limiting variations, and can be used in wired and wireless
mode. The Riwbox CT-7S definitely exceeds expectations, especially since you can have all these amazing features at a relatively affordable price.. Runner-up by fospower kids headphones. Its durable build is definitely something worth mentioning, especially if you are planning to give these active kids! It's a cute color
combination and LED lighting is also not to be brushed off. For budget headphones, iClever Kids would be my top pick. For less than $20, you'll get a pair of flexible headphones with LED lights and volume-limiting speakers. The best option for children, because they are made of food-grade silicone. Whether you want a
wired or wireless pair, with or without LED lights, removable or non-removable cat ears, we hope this list will help you on your way to getting a purr-fect set of cat earphones. Have you made your decision? We'd love to hear the best cat headphones for your ear! You!
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